
Message from the President

Maybe Bob was right
Is the NDP stuck in the past?

It pains me to say this but it has to be said.

The New Democratic Party (NDP),with its 
knee-jerk position on nuclear energy, is stuck 
in a time warp.

Now I’m a proud union activist – always have been,always will 
be.And over the years, the union movement in Canada has been
closely associated with the NDP. I wouldn’t deny it’s been a fruitful
alliance – together we’ve made important gains for the working
men and women of this country.

So I’m the last person who’d want to slag our brothers and sisters 
in the NDP.Nonetheless, I have a bone to pick. I have to ask myself
whether Bob Rae was right – maybe, just maybe the former Ontario
premier was right when he left the party several years back,due to
its outmoded thinking and rigid orthodoxies.

This is 2006,and experts around the globe are warning of
staggering environmental and economic impacts, if the world
doesn’t act quickly to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.They tell 
us we have 10 to 15 years to radically change the way we produce
energy and fuel.Otherwise, large swaths of the earth’s surface will
become uninhabitable due to global warming.Millions will be
displaced by floods or drought,economies will be devastated.

These experts are telling us that urgent solutions must be found –
energy solutions that do not rely on fossil fuels and do not produce
greenhouse gases.Renewable sources are part of the answer but
can’t possibly meet baseload power requirements.These same
experts, including noted environmentalists,are strongly urging
governments to take a serious look at nuclear generation – a 
power source virtually free of emissions that contribute to global
warming.

And it’s not just governments and activists who are paying heed.
A number of unions are reviewing their energy policies,asking
whether their historic anti-nuclear stance still makes sense.The
Canadian Labour Congress is studying the question.The Canadian
Union of Public Employees convened a meeting on the issue this
month.And the Quebec Federation of Labour recently lent its
support to nuclear energy proponents – for the first time ever.

It’s not a tidal wave (yet) but significant shifts are happening.Maybe,
just maybe, it’s time for the NDP to do a little soul-searching.

Ontario embraces nuclear
Communities, corporations jockey for position

The race is on! Ontario’s plan to refurbish existing nuclear reactors
where feasible, and build one or two new ones has triggered a high
stakes contest. Nuclear energy producers and reactor manufacturers
are hard at work on competitive bids. And host communities are
rolling out the welcome mat for further nuclear investment in 
their regions.

The Durham Strategic Energy Alliance (DSEA), a group from the
energy industry, municipal government and local post-secondary
institutions, launched its pitch for new-build the same day in June
the government announced its plan. It’s promoting Ontario Power
Corporation’s Darlington site just east of Toronto, as the prime
location. Durham says it wants to be known as “Ontario’s Energy
Capital.”

The region offers a highly skilled workforce, well-developed
infrastructure and strong community support. In addition, DSEA

points out that in
2005 OPG, with 
10 operating
nuclear reactors in
the Durham region,
provided more 
than 30 per cent of
Ontario’s nuclear
generation at well
below the average
market price.

Flash forward to September and Duncan Hawthorne, CEO of
Bruce Power in Kincardine, Ontario, is presenting his plan to local
residents for a $20 billion, 40-year plan to continue overhauling 
the Bruce Nuclear Generating Station on the shores of Lake Huron.
Part of his plan calls for one or more (possibly four) new reactors.

Bruce County interest groups were slower than the Durham alliance
to mount a lobbying effort but they’re making up for lost time.
Local councillors want the county to work with business, economic
development groups and the public to promote Bruce Power as the
site of choice for new-build nuclear.
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Ontario embraces nuclear (cont’d from page 1)

Proponents cite a welcoming south Bruce community, skilled 
trades and a private-public partnership that could shield Ontario
taxpayers from unexpected “sticker shock.” Bruce advocates take
heart from statements made by Ontario Premier Dalton McGuinty
last summer. He said the province will be looking for a turnkey
operation. “Don’t come to us with cost overruns – been there,
done that,” warned the premier.

A third competitor may be poised to enter the fray. The Ontario
Power Authority (OPA) said in a report this month that the site of
the coal-fired Nanticoke generating station could be considered for
new-build nuclear. However, energy minister, Dwight Duncan, was
quick to dampen this idea, saying that only existing nuclear sites
and willing communities will be considered. Nanticoke is located
on the north shore of Lake Erie, east of Long Point.

Ontario’s nuclear revival is part of the Liberal government’s 
$46 million plan, announced in June, to avert a looming crisis 
in electricity supply. The plan also calls for increased generation
from renewables such as hydro, wind and solar, and stepped-up
conservation programs (smart meters, energy efficient appliances,
etc.). Upgrades to transmission capacity are also part of the scheme.

The integrated plan is in response to an OPA forecast last
December. It said Ontario won’t be able to meet its power needs 
by 2014. It predicts the gap will grow to 10,000 megawatts within 
20 years, unless urgent steps are taken. Adding to the pressure is 
the government’s pledge to close coal-fired generating stations 
over the next several years.

Typically, Ontario uses 25,000 megawatts of power on a hot day.
Projections are the province will need 45,000 megawatts at peak
times by 2025.

Greenpeace co-founder
applauds Ontario plan
Laments nuclear cap

Ontario’s plan to include nuclear energy in 
the province’s electricity supply mix is the 
right move,says former Greenpeace leader
and co-founder,Dr.Patrick Moore.But he’s
disturbed by the government’s intention 
to cap nuclear energy production at 
14,000 megawatts.

“The cap limits Ontario’s ability to provide
clean,stable baseload power as demand increases over time,”said
Moore.“The government is relying on conservation measures to
reduce demand… [but] conservation and renewables will only get
you so far.Nuclear energy is the only clean energy source that can
meet the province’s increasing demand,particularly as coal-fired
power plants get phased out.”

Canada News-Wire

Dr.Patrick Moore,
former Greenpeace 
leader & co-founder

New premier backs refurb
Point Lepreau on track

Plans to refurbish New Brunswick’s nuclear station are alive 
and well – with the full blessing of the province’s new Liberal
government. Premier Shawn Graham is a long-standing supporter
of the project, and by all accounts he’s interested in exploring the
feasibility of a second unit at Lepreau. It’s part of his vision to
develop Saint John as an “energy hub” for the region.

IBEW local 37
enjoys a good
relationship with
the new Premier,
says union rep,
Ross Galbraith.
Earlier this year
Graham visited 
the union’s

international headquarters in Washington, and was guest speaker 
at the annual IBEW All Canada Progress meeting in June.

A large crew of construction workers and skilled trades people will
soon be needed at the site. Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. (AECL)
plans to hire locally whenever possible. So far, almost 50 people
have signed on, including 13 local engineering graduates.

Critical juncture for Gentilly refurb
Quebec federation lends support

It’s more ‘hurry up and wait’ for parties involved in the refurb
application for Quebec’s only nuclear reactor at Gentilly near 
Trois Rivieres. The latest round involved public hearings this 
month by the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC).

Commissioners considered the plant’s application for renewal 
of its operating licence. And in a separate hearing, reviewed an
environmental assessment report regarding refurbishment of the
generating station and modifications to its waste management
facilities.

Hydro Quebec argued the Gentilly plant is needed not only to
produce power for the province, but also so Quebec has its own
expertise in this high tech sector. The utility estimates economic
spin-offs of the refurb project to be in the $200 million range.

Of special note was the Quebec Federation of Labour’s
support for both applications. This marked the first time
the federation has lent its support to the nuclear sector – 
a very positive development.

Another factor supporting Gentilly’s refurb application is its status
as sister plant to Point Lepreau, due to be refurbished in 2007-08.
Once that project is complete, a fully trained workforce will be
available to shift over to the Quebec side.

The CNSC is expected to report by the end of the year.
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Team CANDU
Leaving nothing to chance

It’s a well-oiled machine designed to
ensure that CANDU is the technology
of choice for new-build nuclear in
Canada. In the near-term that 
means Team CANDU is vying 

with international competitors for Ontario new-build projects.

Team members, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL)
Babcock and Wilcox Canada, GE Canada, Hitachi Canada and
SNC-Lavalin Nuclear, have agreed to work together for four years to
offer fixed-price, turn-key services for nuclear new-build projects.

Joining the team as an associate member is the Organization of
CANDU Industries (OCI) – 83 Canadian companies supplying
goods and services for CANDU reactors here and abroad.

The team’s delivery approach has been deployed successfully 
in other countries. In the past 
10 years, members have built six
CANDU 6 reactors – the type
proposed for Ontario. All were
delivered on time and on budget.

AECL and its partners have 
been building reactors almost
continuously for the past 
30 years, unlike almost any other
nuclear vendor. As a result,
Team CANDU lays claim to the
strongest core delivery capability
of any nuclear vendor in the
world. Further, the team’s supply
chain is already active, building 
a new CANDU 6 in Romania 
and working on life-extension
projects in Ontario.

Ontario’s nuclear sector is a $4 billion-per-year industry supported
by more than 25,000 workers.

Breathe easier
Asthma Society joins Team CANDU

Last month the Asthma Society of Canada announced its support
for nuclear power generation in Ontario, joining Team CANDU 
as an associate member. Nuclear
energy produces virtually none of
the pollutants that contribute to
smog, which causes between 300 
and 600 deaths in Canada each year,
according to the Society. Over the
past several decades, nuclear power
generation has avoided billions of tonnes of carbon dioxide,
greenhouse gases, acid gases and fine particulate matter.

Desperately seeking solutions
International bodies look to nuclear

This fall saw a bumper crop of
alarming climate reports. And at least
two high-profile voices are calling for
more nuclear power generation as a
necessary part of the solution.

■ A study done for the British
government predicted global climate
change will cost the world economy as
much as $7 trillion as a result of social
and economic displacement. And some
200 million people will be forced from their homes due to floods 
or drought, unless drastic action is taken to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions.

Policies to support low-carbon technologies, including nuclear power,
are among proposed solutions.“The science tells us we have 10 to 15

years to radically change the way
we produce energy and fuel,”said
the report’s author, a former chief
economist with the World Bank.

■ The International Energy
Organization (IEO) said in 
its World Energy Outlook that
without more efficient power
generation and energy use,
the world faces a sharp rise 
in greenhouse gas emissions.
Nuclear power is an attractive
option for enhancing the 
security of electricity supply and
mitigating CO2 emissions, said
the advisory body. It predicts 
the next 10 years will be critical
because investment decisions
could shape the energy
landscape to 2070.
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Next six months critical for restart project
Refurbishment of Bruce Power’s two
dormant reactors at Bruce A is on
time and on budget one year into 

its restart project, according to CEO Duncan Hawthorne. But the
next six months will be critical in determining whether the project
stays on track. So far the refurb has consumed over $800 million;
1200 construction workers are on site and 162 operators are being
trained. The aim is to have the reactors back online by 2009.

Worth repeating…
“Nuclear power has two main advantages over
rival energy sources, namely that it produces

no greenhouse gas emissions and only
requires uranium as a resource, which is

found in abundance in stable, democratic
countries. These two advantages make nuclear

power a potentially attractive option for
enhancing the security of electricity supply.”

International Energy Organization, November 2006



In short…

Offers aplenty for Cigar Lake crew
“Water damage”hardly describes it.The 
$450 million Cigar Lake uranium mine site
under construction in Northern Saskatchewan
was abandoned in late October due to massive
flooding 450 metres below the surface.

Fortunately,
there’d been
warning signs
for days, and
workers were
kept away
from the
problem area.

All were evacuated safely. About 40 Cameco
management staff and 400 contract workers
were working at the site. No staff lay-offs are
expected, and contract personnel will almost
certainly be snapped up by other mining
operations, due to a shortage of trained
workers in the industry. A recovery plan is
taking shape but the mine isn’t expected to
produce ore for another three to five years.

It’s a win
About 400 workers at
Cameco’s McArthur
River and Key Lake
uranium mining

operations in Saskatchewan signed a contract
this month that includes a 21.5 percent wage
increase over four years.The healthy pay hike
for members of United Steelworkers Local
8914 reflects stiff competition for trained
personnel.The current average wage for a
skilled worker is $31 an hour. By the end of 
the contract, that will be $39.

Hospital goes nuclear
A new nuclear medicine 
suite at St. Joseph’s
Hospital in Comox, B.C.
(on central Vancouver
Island) is equipped 

with a $720,000 gamma camera and a non-
diagnostic CT scanner – only the second of 

its kind in Western Canada. Nuclear medicine
works by visualizing body functioning, unlike
other types of imaging (x-ray, MRI) that show
structures.The state-of-the-art machine, a 
GE Hawkeye Infinia, finds problems such as
infections, cancer spread and arthritis. It works
by detecting a radioactive tracer injected into
the body and attached to an agent that travels
to the part of the body under study.

Voices aplenty
Licence renewal
hearings for
Cameco’s uranium
conversion facility,
and its Zircatec fuel
bundle fabricating

plant in Port Hope promise to be an endurance
test. Over one hundred people will speak
before a Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission
(CNSC) panel November 28-30, despite the 
fact that CNSC staff have recommended both
facilities be granted new licences. Cameco
Corp. employs 700 people at the two sites 
and at a third non-nuclear facility in nearby
Cobourg, east of Toronto. It’s the second largest
employer in Northumberland County.The
company recently won a Healthy Workplace
Award from local chambers of commerce 
and the group, Health for Life.

Yeahs and nays for 
low-level waste disposal
Hearings on Ontario Power Generation’s 
plan for deep geologic disposal of low and
medium-level radioactive waste drew voices 
on both sides of the question last month.
Supporters before a Canadian Nuclear Safety
Commission (CNSC) panel included the 
mayors of Kincardine and Saugeen Shores,
the warden of Bruce County, the local MP,
Grey-Bruce’s medical-officer-of-health and 
the Power Workers’Union. Environmental
group Greenpeace called for a more extensive
environmental assessment involving a second
public process. OPG currently stores low and
medium-level waste in above-ground facilities.
It wants to begin drilling to confirm geology
and engineering studies of the proposed site.
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WIN wants you
Next year’s Women 
in Nuclear (WIN) 15th
Annual Global Meeting
will take place in Bali,
Indonesia in April.
Organizers hope to 

see more trade union representatives at the
international event.WIN’s mandate is to attract
women workers to the industry and educate
the general public
about nuclear
power. Over 300
delegates from 
40 countries
attended this
year’s meeting in
Waterloo, Ontario.
It included pre-
and post-meeting visits 
to uranium mining sites in Saskatchewan,
and tours of the Bruce, Darlington and

Pickering stations, AECL, and other 
venues. For more information contact
susanbrissette@brucepower.com

Bullish idea for oilsands
There’s a buzz out west these days about a
possible nuclear reactor to power Alberta’s
oilsands.The process to extract bitumen
requires huge amounts of electrical power,
currently produced by burning natural gas.
Several candidates to succeed premier 
Ralph Klein say the nuclear option should 
be looked at.“We’re wasting natural gas,”
said acknowledged frontrunner, Jim Dinning.
“Nuclear power’s got to be on the list of energy
sources to be considered to support oilsands
development.”CBC’s The National reported
that federal natural resources minister,
Gary Lunn, is “bullish”on the idea.
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